
"Japonism" 

is 

  derived  

from  

Chinese culture 
 



 Prolusion 



stone sinkers were fastened onto a fishing net 



traces of twisted strings as Rope-patterned pottery 



 strings production by twisting arrowroot fiber 



woven cloth     It was invented by GeTian clan[葛天氏] 

                                 who comes into the category of Fuxi[伏羲]. 



writing                                   How do you teach the location 

                                                      of the treasures? 



writing of "stone"[石]  

writing of "looking"[見]  



writing of "Inkstone"[硯]:  stone mirror[鏡] 



stone mirror was invented by Mó mǔ(嫫母) : the fourth 

imperial consort of Yellow Emperor in China 



writing of "硯"：石鏡：stone mirror made of Obsidian 



in mirror writing 



seal engraving 

        by Kouno 



In the Japanese islands, people as Chinese, had inherited 

Chinese culture. 



In 1793, 



 
Well,  

what kind of Ukiyo-e  

did former prime minister of Japan 

Matsudaira Sadanobu[鬆平定信]  

create? 

 

Let me show you.  



In 1795 



In 1795 



In 1795 



 I don't like to say about age of lady. 

 

But I have to say, they are terribly old. 

 

Maybe, more than 1000 years old. 



In 1795 



In 1795 



In 1795 



In 1795 



In 1795 



 

Maybe, 

they are older than 1000 years old. 

 

Because  

it is a record at older era than 1795. 

 

Oh!  It is not Ukiyo-e. 
 

It's the historical illustrated reference book. 

 

 

 



 Why had not  

 

Matsudaira Sadanobu[鬆平定信]  

 

recorded those days into Ukiyo-e? 

 

He definitely swore it. 

 



In 1795 

 
The Netherlands had gone to ruin. Notwithstanding, Dutch 

scholars and traders in Tokyo started ‘Dutch New Year party’ 

on New Year's Day of Western calendar. 



Oh, was it? 

 

Best friend of Dutch traders was 

 a father-in-law  

of the 11th Tokugawa Shogun[德川將軍].  

 

 His famirly name is Shimadu[島津]  

and his family crest is⊕.  



In 1794, 

this ukiyo-e was published.  

However the identity of this 

ukiyo-e painter Sharaku[寫樂] is 

still unknown. 

 

In the preceding year, 

Neo-Confucianist Matsudaira 

Sadanobu[鬆平定信] had been 

forced to resign his post  

as the Prime Minister.  

And he had decided to record 

those days into Ukiyo-e. It was 

in 1793.  

His pen name is Rakuo[樂翁] 

and  the pen name of his painter 

is Shazanro[寫山樓]. 
 



1797-1809 



 
So, 

you would see the secret influences. 

  

Chinese culture in the Japanese islands,  

was going to be lost . 



 Just then,  

Matsudaira Sadanobu[鬆平定信]  

edited  

another historical illustrated reference book  

and published it again.  

 

Let me show you. 



In 1800 



 

Can you guess  

how many illustrators drew  

for two series of  

the historical illustrated reference books 

? 

 



 

There are not correct answer yet  

in Japan. 

But  

you could guess  

many painters were needed for them.  

And  

you may guess  

Matsudaira Sadanobu[鬆平定信] kept  

many painters. 



In 1829,  

Matsudaira Sadanobu[鬆平定信]  

passed away. 

 

This Zhong Kui[鍾馗] was drawn 

by him. It is one of gods of 

Taoism[道教] . 



Even after his death,  

Ukiyo-e is telling anxiety 

at the time  

from a viewpoint of 

Defense.  


